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LOGISTICS 

 Asking questions during the webinar:  

 All participant phone lines are muted. 

 You will be unable to ask questions by phone. 

 Submit questions through the on screen 

questions box. 

 

 After the webinar you will receive an 

email with a link to the recording and 

the survey. 



JAN is a service of the U.S. Department of Labor’s  

Office of Disability Employment Policy.  
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Using the Job 

Accommodation Network 

(JAN) 

 
 

Melanie Whetzel, M.A., CBIS 

 



Using JAN 

Overview 

 Job Accommodation 

 Americans with Disabilities Act / Rehabilitation Act 

 Self-Employment 
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Using JAN 

Overview 
 Established in 1983 as a national, free service. 

 Specialize in job accommodations and the 
employment provisions of the ADA. 

 Assist with the interactive process. 

 Give targeted technical assistance. 

 Provide comprehensive resources. 

 Maintain confidentiality. 

 Communicate via telephone, chat, text, TTY, relay, 
email, and social networks.  

 Offer live and archived training.  

 Work as your partner. 
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Using JAN 

Overview  

 Employers 

 Individuals 

 Service Providers 

 Others 
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Using JAN 
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Using JAN 
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Using JAN 

 Over 200 Publications 

 Comprehensive Website 

 SOAR 

 ADA Library 

 A to Z 

 JAN on Demand 

 JAN en Español 

 JAN Updates 

 JAN Chat 

 Social Networks 
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

 

  Disclosure 
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Using JAN 

Why Disclose 

 To ask for job accommodations 

 To receive benefits or privileges of employment 

 To explain an unusual circumstance   
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Using JAN 

How to Disclose 

The individual must let the employer know: 

 an adjustment or change at work is needed for a 

reason related to a medical condition 

 

To request accommodation, an individual: 

 may use "plain English"  

 need not mention the ADA  

 need not use the phrase "reasonable 

accommodation"  
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Using JAN 

How to Disclose 
Verbally or in writing, tell the . . . 

  Employer 

  Supervisor 

  HR representative, or 

  Other appropriate person 
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Using JAN 

Example 

A veteran with PTSD had difficulty focusing while 

having to multitask due to sleep problems. He also 

experienced mood swings and lost his temper several 

times at work. He had not been disciplined for the 

outbursts, but decided it was time to disclose his 

disability and ask for accommodations.  
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Using JAN 

Solution 

Because the optimal time for disclosing a disability 

and asking for an accommodation is before problems 

at work become too far advanced, a consultant at 

JAN provided technical assistance on how to disclose 

a disability and write an accommodation request 

letter. 
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

OPTIONS: 

Job Accommodations 
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Using JAN 

Purchasing or Modifying Equipment or Products 
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Using JAN 

Example 

An electrician’s helper with PTSD needed to attend 

periodic licensure trainings. He had difficulty taking 

effective notes and remembering information in the 

meetings.  
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Using JAN 

Accommodation 

The employee was provided an iPad with apps that 

would record the trainings.  This enabled him to listen 

to the trainings as many times as he needed. He was 

also provided training on how to use the device and 

the apps. 
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Using JAN 

Example 

A public policy administrator who worked from home 

had difficulty remembering who was on conference 

calls, who was speaking, and what questions were 

being directed to him. 
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Using JAN 

Accommodation 

The administrator was accommodated with a meeting 

application on his computer that had a chat function 

where questions could be typed into the screen for 

him to read.  He was able to understand the questions 

better when reading them for himself, several times if 

necessary.  He would also be able to see the names 

of the persons asking the questions. 
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Using JAN 

Making Work-site Accessible 
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Using JAN 

Example 

An office worker was having difficulty with balance 

and coordination and walking steadily due to a brain 

injury.  The employer had observed her falling a 

couple of times on the way to the printer/fax room and 

restroom.  
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Using JAN 

Accommodation 

The employer provided handrails to/from the 

employee’s workspace and the common areas, her 

own printer and fax, and changed her workstation set-

up so that she could access files and other materials 

and equipment without having to move around too 

much. 
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

Example 

 A prep cook with paraplegia was hired to 

work in a large kitchen with standup 

workstations. 
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accommodation  
The employer purchased a standup wheelchair so 

the cook could work at a standing height. 
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Using JAN 

Job Restructuring 
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

Example 
An employer required that all employees work 

overtime. An employee with PTSD asked to be 

excused from overtime because of fatigue and 

exacerbation of symptoms. 
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accommodation  
None. The employer denied 

the request stating that 

overtime is an essential 

function.  
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Using JAN 

Example 

An employee with seizures who is a member of a 

cleaning crew is restricted from working on a ladder.  

He can perform all of the functions of his job except 

for the task of maintaining the overhead lighting 

fixtures. 
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Using JAN 

  ACCOMMODATION:  

The job tasks of a second 

crew member include 

cleaning a small kitchen in 

the employee’s lounge, 

which is a task the first crew 

member can perform.  The 

employer switched these 

specific tasks performed by 

the two crew members. 
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Using JAN 

 

Modifying Schedule and Allowing Leave Time 
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

Example 
A court employee was having difficulty with emotions 

after returning to work following a TBI.  She was 

diagnosed with pseudobulbar affect (PBA) where she 

would have outbursts of uncontrollable laughter at 

seemingly inappropriate times.  
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Using JAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accommodation  
The employee asked that her co-workers be educated 

on PBA so they would understand what was going on.  

She was accommodated with extra breaks to help 

manage her stress, a temporary lightening of her 

workload, and a flexible schedule for counseling and 

doctor appointments. 
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Using JAN 

Example 

A veteran with bipolar and PTSD had issues with her 

medication and needed time off from work, 

approximately half a day, in order to take care of her 

medical appointments. The employee had been on 

the job for seven months and had used her accrued 

time.  
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Using JAN 

Accommodation  

She was accommodated with unpaid, intermittent 

leave under the ADA.   
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Using JAN 

 

Modifying Policies 
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Using JAN 

Example 

A file clerk with an anxiety disorder uses a service 

animal to help her deal with stress in the workplace. 
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Using JAN 

  Accommodation 

 

 

The employer modified 

its “no animal” policy and 

allowed the service dog 

in the workplace. 
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Using JAN 

 

Providing Readers and Interpreters 
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Using JAN 

Example 

A veteran who in a new customer service position has 

PTSD and a TBI.  After disclosing his disability and 

requesting reasonable accommodations, his employer 

provided him with a cubicle close to an exit, with his 

back facing a wall. This helped to alleviate some of 

his stress, but he still had difficulty with memory and 

emotional outbursts. 
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Using JAN 

Accommodation  

The employer obtained a job coach through the VA to 

help the employee adjust to his new position.  The job 

coach helped to develop a customized form for taking 

notes, a system for organizing the employee's 

workspace, and suggested e-mail communication so 

he will have written responses. Breaks were added 

into the employee’s day to help reduce the likelihood 

of outbursts.   
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Using JAN 

Reassignment 
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Using JAN 

Example 
An RN with nearly twenty years of experience in a veteran’s 

hospital was having great difficulty working in the emergency and 

critical care units due to an increase in symptoms when dealing 

with trauma. He asked for the accommodation of a reassignment. 
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Using JAN 

  Accommodation  
The hospital HR department worked with 

the employee to determine which 

positions he was qualified for that were 

open or would be soon. Together they 

ranked the positions in the order of which 

were best suited to the employee. He was 

able to choose among three different 

positions in the veterans’ healthcare 

system.   
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Using JAN 

Example 
A veteran delivering lunches to the homebound asked for an 

accommodation of a temporary change in position while the prep 

kitchen was being remodeled. The temporary kitchen was located 

in the city, where he would be required to drive through a tunnel, 

under several overpasses, and handle more traffic than he was 

able to. 
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Using JAN 

Accommodation 
He was accommodated with a temporary reassignment  to a 

painting/light construction crew that was helping with the 

renovations at the original kitchen until that work was completed.    
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Using JAN 

Self-Employment Team 
 

 Individualized consulting, resource       
materials, and referrals based on specific needs and 
goals 

 Ongoing electronic and telephone access  
and support 

 JAN self-employment website and publications 

 Microenterprise, home-based business, independent 
contracting, and customized self-employment  

 Assist individuals with all types of disabilities 
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Using JAN 

We can provide information on… 
 Entrepreneurship programs for veterans with 

disabilities 

 Feasibility and idea development 

 Business planning 

 Low-cost marketing strategies 

 Business legal structure options 

 Benefits planning 

 Financing options including asset 
development 

 Health and business insurance information 

 Tax issues (including tax credits) 

 Mentorship and coaching 
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Using JAN 

“Carol” 
 Mobility impairment and cognitive issues  

 Security and emergency management consulting 

 Served in wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 

 Interested in government contracting (federal and 
state) 

 Strong network of contacts 

 Questions about business organization, financing, 
marketing 

 Resources for a woman-owned  

    and veteran-owned business 

 Accommodation questions for home office 
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Using JAN 
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Using JAN 

Contact  

 (800)526-7234 (V) & (877)781-9403 (TTY) 

 AskJAN.org & jan@askjan.org 

 (304)216-8189 via Text 

 janconsultants via Skype 
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 NVTAC Contact Information  
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US DOL-VETS Region Staff Contact information 

Philadelphia, San Francisco, 

Atlanta 

Cindy Borden cborden@nchv.org  

202.546.1969 (Office) 

Dallas  Ian Lisman ilisman@ahpnet.com 

508-314-8972 (Cell) 

Chicago Pat Tucker ptucker@ahpnet.com 

(312) 376-1871 (Office) 

(773) 655-6059 (Cell) 

 

Boston Nicole LaCorte-Klein 

 

nlacorteklein@atlasresearch.us  

202.717.8710 (Office) 

917.710.8889 (Cell) 

mailto:cborden@nchv.org
mailto:ilisman@ahpnet.com
mailto:ptucker@ahpnet.com

